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“These toys and materials encour-
age the child to originate, plan, initi-
ate, sequence and implement a plan 
of action, thereby enhancing effi-
ciency and organizational skills.”

Smart Step GameS
These are both multi-award winning, 
get up and get moving games! While 
the mechanism of play is basically the same for both, the challenges and 
context in Animal Scramble is for younger children and Hyper Dash will 
be more appealing for older children, adolescents and adults. To play, you 
simply set out the targets, listen for the clues and cover the intended target 
with the tagger. Cover the first target and the tagger device will give you 
instructions for which target is next. Targets can be set up close together 
on a table top, scattered throughout a classroom or spread throughout 
a playground, house, or even a football field, for a more physically de-
manding challenge. Many levels of play to meet all needs. Physically and 
mentally engaging, both games promote listening, memory, endurance, 
and coordination skills. Great for family play, therapy clinics, after school  
programs, birthday parties, etc.
   m2900   animal Scramble  Discontinued
   Q2940   HyperDash            Discontinued

rockin B-Ball
Now everyone can “shoot for a 
hoop” with this addictive little 4 
inch transparent orb. Play against 
the clock, head to head, best of 
10, even “horse”. Every time you 
score a basket you’re rewarded 
with flashing lights and cheers from 
the Cyber-audience. Now don’t get 
too confident, it’s not as easy as it 
looks. But with just the right flick 
of the wrist, you too can be a high 
scorer. 

m8505  

Jumpz
These active little guys have so much energy they can actu-
ally jump 10 times their own height…but at only 2 inches high, 
your ceilings are safe. To play you push down on their rubbery 
little heads until fully compressed, then launch ‘em, watch ‘em 
fly and try to catch ‘em! Assortment of 12 different characters, 
sorry no choice. Fun arm, finger and visual workout.

m3326     

meGa Jumpz
Push’em, jump’em, fly’em! These soft foam heads with the woven 
plastic bodies, are not very pretty but they really do move!  Larger, 
mega version of our original Jumpz can actually reach 15 times their 
own 4 inch height.  With Mega Jump action, these big guys are even 
easier to catch than their little brothers but work the same way.  Push 
down on their heads and launch them off a table, wall or out of your 
hand.  Go for height or distance, go bowling and knock down paper 
cups, score a basket…etc.  Mega Jumps are mega fun for the hands!

S3325   

WHoopS
Amazingly versatile game of balance and agility.  
Comes with 12 stepping stones numbered 1 – 12 
and directions for playing a number of games as 
individuals or in teams.  Basic concept is to step 
from stone to stone in a specified number order 
without touching the floor with any body part.  In 
many games you must also pick up stones in 
number order while balancing on other stones.  
Easily adjusts for play by any age or skill level.  
Move stones closer or further apart, change rules 
as you need, or make up your own game.  Step-
ping Stones are light and stack together for easy 
storage and transport.  Parents, teachers, OT’s 
and PT’s all need this game!
                                          Q4201  Discontinued
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YoGa
          BinGo
It’s bingo with a 
yoga twist!  Start 
by turning over a 
yoga card.  Find 
that pose on your 
bingo board, cor-

rectly per- form the pose and 
earn the card.  Get 4 in a row and 
shout “yoga”. Actual photographs of 
children holding poses are used mak-

ing it easy to understand the positions. For 2-6 players; makes 
for a fun, successful group activity.   m1133   

YoGa poSe
colorinG Book
30 simple line drawings 
of yoga poses encour-
ages children to color, 
learn, and practice their 
favorite Yoga moves. 
Complete pose instruc-
tions are included in 

back of book if there are 
any questions. A delightfully non-threatening way to intro-
duce yoga to young students. Yoga improves health and 
develops strength and flexibility. Yoga also benefits self-es-
teem and relieves stress.            m1131   

JuDe’S 
SillY SHoelace Box
While the name is silly the shoe-ty-
ing method is anything but! But it is 
possibly the easiest, least frustrating, 
most foolproof method of learning to 
tie shoes we have ever encountered.  
Children ask if they can use the “sil-
ly box” you don’t have to ask them.  
Comes with flat laces, travel box, 
shoe-tying template, and direction 
sheet.  All you do is bring the mark-
ers and follow the directions. (Some 
assembly required.)            
m7029   

paper toYS 1 & 2
Actual action toys that can be played 
with! These booklets, each contain de-
tailed plans, including therapist hints, 
for making 6 different paper toys. Pa-
per, scissors, stapler, and a few paper 
clips are the only materials required. 
Booklet 1 is simpler using only a few 
snips and folds. Booklet 2 has more 
complicated plans. Both are ideal for 
bilateral coordination, refined grasp 
and manipulation skills. 

x6702 paper toys 1     
x6703  paper toys 2   

GeoBoarD for little kiDS
Box set comes with one plastic 5”x 5” 
geoboard, 8 colorful two-sided activity 
cards and over 400 rubberbands. Activity 
cards tell you and show you what shape 
you are to make and with how many rubber-
bands.  There is also a playful, kid-friendly 
picture illustrating the shape.  Pegs have 
a flat, overhanging head for safety.  Great 
for facilitating fine motor skills, bilateral co-
ordination, and visual motor skills.

m4063  Discontinued

foot-printS
Follow the footprints down the path 
for a gross-motor, motor-planning, 
sequencing and processing chal-
lenge. You get 10 circles to posi-
tion on the floor and 12 footprint 
maps to follow. Put down on the 
floor as many circles as shown on your map. Players stand in 
the start position and perform the action as demonstrated by 
your maps footprints, i.e.; if both footprints are pictured inside 
the circle...jump so both of your feet land that way. If the map 
shows the right foot in a circle and the left one out, then you do 
the same.  The footprint maps become more complex as you 
go with crossed, sideways and alternating patterns possible. If 
a player has trouble interpreting how to do what the footprints 
show, let them follow someone else through the path.  Where will 
the footprints lead you…?            m5019    

Follow the Feet

StackinG
conStruction
VeHicleS
These three solid wood con-
struction vehicles can be tak-
en apart and rebuilt again and 
again. The 3 chunky pieces, 
smooth rolling wheels and 
simple designs make them 
a favorite early construction 
toy for young boys and girls.   
m1770  Discontinued 
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patHfinDer
Explore the many trails of Pathfind-
er. Move the wooden beads over 
the bumps, around the curves, and 
down the straight a ways, to copy 
the 16 enclosed pattern cards or 
patterns of your own creation. De-
signed to be worked with in hori-
zontal or vertical orientations and 
board can be placed on any of it’s 
sides for increased variations. The 
20 beads in 5 colors do not come 

out, so it’s great for travel. Finely constructed of solid wood. Path-
finder challenges the skills of logical thinking, eye-hand coordina-
tion and visual tracking.

V4505    
full Size patHfinDer patternS
Same 8 patterns that come with the game enlarged to match actual 
size of board.  In full color with black and white outlines on reverse 
side to color and create your own patterns.  Easier to follow than 
the small cards provided.            V4506    

Geo-laStic 
art
Hard wood,12 inch 
square geoboard 
with 25 large, non-
removable, plastic 
pegs. Comes with 

wide elastic bands and pattern booklet. Very safe 
and user friendly board due to the large nailhead 
shaped pegs. Peg shape inhibits the unwanted 
“shooting” of bands off of pegs during manipula-
tion. Geoboards are great for improving hand skills, 
bilateral control and perceptual skills.  Can readily 
grade tasks from simple to very complex, so your 
entire caseload can interact with this item.  
 m4544      

infinitY loop
This way cool toy presents quite 
a challenge. The two colored, 
13-in. plastic figure 8, opens 
and closes to form an infinity 
looping track.  When opened 
and closed with smooth ap-
propriately timed movements 
a ball placed in the track will 
keep on rolling. How long can 
you loop? Facilitates upper ex-
tremity stability, quick reflexes, 
concentration, balance, visual 
tracking and a good time!

m3531   

make
       ‘n Break
This terrific de-
sign copy and 
construction 
game will appeal 
to all! Comes 
with 10 same 
size rectangular 
wooden blocks in 
10 different colors; 
deck of building cards and a timer. Collect points for all cor-
rect constructions completed within the time limit. Modify play 
by eliminating the timer and using only level 1 cards. Three card 
levels provides every one with a perceptual and motor chal-
lenge. Structures are copied in the vertical orientation increasing 
the motor and upper extremity demand. Great family game!   

m4770   

GeoBoarD for little kiDS
Box set comes with one plastic 5”x 5” 
geoboard, 8 colorful two-sided activity 
cards and over 400 rubberbands. Activity 
cards tell you and show you what shape 
you are to make and with how many rubber-
bands.  There is also a playful, kid-friendly 
picture illustrating the shape.  Pegs have 
a flat, overhanging head for safety.  Great 
for facilitating fine motor skills, bilateral co-
ordination, and visual motor skills.

      m4063  $15.95

VeHicle
maze puzzle
These sliding maze puzzles have 
become classics. Easy grip ve-
hicles slide along on a slotted 
track cut into the puzzle. This al-
lows the 9 vehicles to be moved 
around the board visiting all the 
different sites, even getting lost or 
misplaced! Try having the kids move the school bus to the gas sta-
tion and the police car to the supermarket. A really terrific tool for 
working on hand skills, motor planning, language development and 
problem solving.         m7780  Discontinued   

rinGo flaminGo
Fun, interactive 
game where 
players launch 
life rings from 
their boats in the 
hopes of landing 
them around as 
many flamingos 
as they can. A steady hand, good eye and just the right 
amount of pressure will score the most. Or launch them 
hard and go for distance! Great way to work on mid-range 
control and adjusting of force to fit the task.
                                                       m6845  Discontinued
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Jump rope
  8 feet
What could be 
more basic or pro-
vide a better way 
to get kids moving 
than a simple jump 
rope.  8 feet long 
double braided 
rope in irresistible 
confetti colors swiv-
els easily without 
kinking so no need 
for handle.  Easily 
adjusts for smaller children.  A very versatile piece 
of equipment for therapy bag or toy chest.  Also 
use for tug of war, scooter board pull, knot mak-
ing and unmaking practice, straight on the floor as 
something to jump over, in a circle for hopping or 
throwing into etc.  There are so many uses you 
may need two!                   m4976   

Step to it
This get up and go game will have you on your 
feet right from the start! First you get a number 
card and then you choose an object from the goal 
cards that you think you can reach in that number 
of steps, jumps or hops. Can you walk to the fridge 
in 9 steps or hop to something beginning with the 
letter “R” in 15? Reach your goal and win a point. 
Facilitates motor planning, coordination, coordina-
tion and cognitive skills. Great group activity.
                                          m6843  Discontinued  

make a SounD
anD moVe arounD – cD
An exciting collection of 16 songs and activities to 
nurture coordination, speech, sensory integration 
and social skills. From the good and dedicated peo-
ple at Pediatric Therapy Network, the accompany-
ing “how to” booklet is filled with activity ideas and 
resources for parents and teachers. Toddlers and 

young children of all levels of ability will be able to listen and learn with 
these engaging musical activities!         m3609  

Bi-color 
traininG SHoelaceS
This great aid for teaching shoetying, actually 
has 2 colors on each lace! So when verbal di-
rections or cues are given, it’s clear which lace 
is needed. Includes one pair of thick laces (for 
easier handling) and a brief methods/instruction 
sheet. You might need several pair though - kids love the two colors 
and might not give them up!              x6770     

racket &
Doink
A “doink” is a cross between a badminton birdie 
and your mom’s hair curlers. They have a crazy, 
springy, highly tactile feel and are fun. But best of 
all is the racket. Strung like a short tennis racket 
with a round head and padded hand grip. This light-
weight racket is a perfect therapy tool. Use with bal-
loons, beanbags or even “doinks”.
                        m3945    racket  Discontinued
                        m3943    Doink    Discontinued

JuGGlinG 
ScarVeS
Set includes 3 
brightly colored chif-
fon scarves, which 
appear to float on 
air, making juggling 
easier to learn. Try 
just 1 or 2 scarves 
for developing tim-
ing, crossing midline 
and visual tracking. 
Then try adding the 
third!

m3701   

Super 
StretcH aBc
A great way to get 
kids up and stretch-
ing while also work-
ing on their auditory 
comprehension, di-
rection following and 
beginning letter sound 
recognition. Five letter 
or picture coins are 
dropped into holes on 

the board through a motivating, fun to operate mechanism. The other 
players, “the callers” then tell the “stretcher” who is standing on the al-
phabet mat, which body parts they should use to touch the letters/pic-
tures. The “stretcher” scores points by touching as many of them as they 
are able at the same time! Make play simpler by requiring only 3 or 2 
spots to be touched at the same time or maybe the touching occurs se-
quentially and not all at the same time. Fun, Dr Seuss themed game to 
reinforce listening skills and overall strength and motor coordination.  

m1016   
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Super Skipper
Kids challenge themselves to jump, 
jump, jump to the music and make 
it over the two telescoping poles 
as they revolve around the base 
unit.  Miss a jump and the poles 
become unbalanced creating some 
sad sounds.  Three speeds and an 
acceleration mode keep everyone 
jumping.  Works great with two kids 
jumping at the same time or as a par-
ty game.  Builds timing, motor plan-
ning, and endurance.  4 C batteries 
required; telescoping poles fold up 
for easy transportation and storage.

m0556   

countinG Ball
The Counting Ball is the 
wonderfully useful pair-
ing of electronics with 
the classic, low tech, 
plaything…a ball. 
Slightly larger than a 
softball, this foam sid-
ed ball actually keeps 
track of the number of 
hits up to100 it takes. 
Try bouncing off of 
knees, rackets, pad-
dles, hands or walls. 
Provides great moti-
vation for players to try and “beat” their last score.

Q3480  Discontinued  

WoBBle Deck 
It looks like a balance board but oh 

it’s so much 
more! The 
sturdy wood 
board has 5 
different col-
ored points 
each printed 
with a differ-
ent number 

(1-5) and a musical instrument. Stand on board and try to fol-
low the instructions in the time allotted. For Level 1 you must 
control the board so that only the instructed color hits the floor 
each time. Level 2 presents instructions using either the color 
or number.  For level 3 you are given either the color, number 
or sound made by the instrument. Requires a lot of auditory 
processing and quick balance responses. Program counts 
number of correct responses but best of all, you can also use it 
on table top with hands to control the movement of the board. 
Use indoors or out to improve balance, coordination, reflexes, 
mental focus and auditory processing. m5960   

cHaraDeS for kiDS
Classic game made simpler and less threatening for children.  
Comes with board and game pieces for six players but the best 
parts are the 150 cards with over 450 charades.  One charade 
on each card is in picture form for nonreaders.  Fun motivating 
way to work on motor planning, imagination and pretend play in 
a group, whole classroom or individual setting.
   m4510     

take apart VeHicle
A child’s dream come true. A toy 
you’re supposed to take apart again 
and again! Comes with many pieces 
for each 7” vehicle including inter-
changable screw drivers, wrenchs,  
and nuts and bolts. Tool use, hand 
skills, bilateral coordination and 
motor planning 

skills are all reinforced with this highly 
motivating toy. *No drill included*
(Assorted styles- 2 per order.)

m2722   

Go ape!
Everyone will go bananas 
over this card game that 
puts a motor twist on the 
classic “Go Fish”. Instead 
of verbally asking other 
players for a specific card, 
you act out what the funny 
monkey is doing. So you 
might wink, or stick out your 
tongue or pull on your ears, 
etc. Collect the most mon-
key matches and you’re the 
winner. Motor planning fun 
for ages 4 and up. Comes 

in reusable plastic case. 
m2575  
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